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Behind every endeavor undertaken by us, it is possible to accomplish with the help of not one but hundreds of people. We can achieve success only because of their support and well-wishes.

It is impossible to achieve my result without direct or indirect help from countless persons. Before moving ahead it is my utmost responsibility to thank each one of them.

Ever since I was a child my parents developed my interest towards music. From very beginning my parents had penchant towards music. My maternal grandfather was a good Harmonium player. From my childhood there was musical atmosphere which was helpful for me to develop interest in music and that is still really helpful for my achievement in music. I was interested in playing tabla since my childhood. We have academy of tabla called ‘Saraswati Sangeet Vidyalay’ in my neighbourhood. Since very young age I began my journey of music from that academy. My first Guru Shri Prabhakar Date taught me hands on tabla and helped me to acquire the basics of playing a tabla. I managed to grasp whatever was taught to me very easily as I had keen interest in learning that subject playing tabla. For five years I took training from my guru Shri Prabhakar Date. For this his wife Mrs.Vidya Date also helped me a lot. I go to their house other than the timings of the classes i.e. at any time of the day as they have always encouraged me to do my riyāz. He only encouraged me to take admission in Diploma in tabla at Music Collage and guided me to continuing my further education. I am sincerely thankful to my first guru Shri Prabhakar Date who encouraged me to enter in the field of music.

In my life other than my parent’s valuable guidance, Dr. Ajay Ashtaputra is the immediate person who became my mentor and guided me throughout my endeavor. In the beginning I had no adequate knowledge about tabla playing and its traditional system and compositions. Prof. Ajay Ashtraputre happened to hear me playing tabla at ‘Saraswati Sangeet Vidyalay’ and guided me to approach the eminent artist and guru of Ajrādā gharānā Prof. Sudhir Kumar Saxena. After some days he took me to Prof. Sudhir Kumar Saxena. There was no
looking back after that day as under his guidance I began my training of Ajrādā as well as the other gharānās. At that time I realized that he is not only my guru but he is everything for me. He trained me with so much love and warmth as any artist would do it for his own son. At the same moment I realized that I must take up music as my profession and try to be successful in this field. There was atmosphere of education in my family and they always wanted me to complete my graduation and to obtain a degree either in B.A. or B. Com. was a must. I completed B. Com. and then took admission in Masters’ Degree in tablā at Faculty of Performing Arts. I am extremely grateful to my guru Prof. Sudhir Kumar Saxena. I pray to Almighty that in the next birth if I happened to get the same musical atmosphere in my family then I wish Prof. Sudhir Kumar Saxena should be my guru. My ‘Guru-Mātā’ Smt. Pradnya Saxena had always treated me with love and affection as his own son and will continue to do so. Today though my guru Prof. Sudhir Kumar Saxena is no more but our ‘Guru-Mātā’ has contributed a lot to keep all the students together. She had never let me feel my teacher’s absence. I will remain thankful to her for my entire life.

Every person gets somebody as a guide in life. After my parents and guru, I was lucky to get Dr. Ajay Ashtapautre as my guide. Immediately after my Masters’ Degree he compelled me to do my Ph.D. After obtaining my Masters’ degree I took up a job as a music teacher for two years at ‘Swaminarayan Vidyapith’. Soon after I was appointed as a lecturer in my own faculty (Department of Tabla, Faculty of Performing Arts, M. S. University of Baroda). My guide continued to guide me since then. Till then I was undecided about my subject and registration for the Ph.D. My guide Prof. Ajay Ashtaputre wished that I should take up this subject for my Ph.D. just then I registered myself for the same. Thereafter he continued guiding and encouraging me for my further studies. I don’t know how to thank him and saying ‘Thank you’ is not enough. I am very lucky to have such a helpful persona as my guide. I happened to go to my guide’s house but his wife Mrs. Meghāna Ashtaputre also helped me a lot and she always welcome me. Success is assured if you have such loving parents, able, devoted guru and guide to support you wholeheartedly.
I am really thankful to all those who helped me to complete my thesis. My other mentor Shri Pushkaraj Shridhar always shared the most vital information related my topic and guided me. He brought to my notice some valuable facts which I would have never even thought about. He shared some of the rarest bandishes with me that he might have got either from his guru or some Ustad of earlier times. I am extremely grateful to Shri Pushkarajji for all his guidance as he has treated me as his son. I am thankful to my guru-bandhu and friends Dr. Gaurang Bhavsar, Shri Nandkishor Date, Shri Anil Gandhi, Shri Chandrashekhar Pendse, Shri Chirayu Bhole, Shri Rajesh Kelkar and Shri Ashwini Singh for sharing valuable information about my subject. I am extremely grateful to the Head of the Department Pandit Ishwarchandraji and our Dean Prof. (Dr.) Parul Shah who were ever ready to help me to complete my researcher work. Whenever I asked for help the office helped me by providing required official material, I am thankful to them too. I am also thankful to librarian of Hansa Mehta Library and our faculty library. I am really thankful to the Ph.D. Course Convener Prof. R. J. Kothari as he always provided guidance for accurate Research Methodology. I am grateful to all the teachers who help me a lot to complete my work.

To complete my thesis I had to interview various renowned artists to gather required information related to my topic. The information shared by them was extremely valuable for me. I have interviewed many renowned artists of both the gharānā namely Ustad Hashmad Ali Khan, Ustad Akram Khan, Ustad Nisar Hussain Khan, Pandit Sudhir Mainkar, Pandit Mrudangraj, Shri Harish Gangani, Pandit Arvind Mulgaonkar, Pandit Suresh Talwalkar, Pandit Amogh Dandge, Pandit Vibhav Nageshkar, Pandit Omkar Gulwadi, Ustad Sabir Khan, Pandit Bhai Gaytonde, Shri Shridhar Padhye, Shri Kiran Deshpande, Shri Mukund Bhole, Shri Pravin Uddhav etc. I have gathered all the important information and tried to include it in my thesis along with all the compositions. I am thankful to all those renowned artists and I will continue to acknowledge their contribution.

Other than the above mentioned people my wife Mrs. Rekha Kedar Mukadam and my loving daughter Kum. Krupa also helped me a lot for completion of my research work. I sincerely thank them for it. Due to their co-operation and support I was able to concentrate on completion of my thesis. They have extended their helping hand at every hour of the day without
any hesitation. I began writing my thesis in Hindi language at the time of my Registration of my Ph.D. In the meantime a directive was sent by the U. G. C. to submit my thesis in English language. I was in a real dilemma at that time. I immediately contacted my brother-in-law Shri Nikhil Khandekar, his mother Smt. Rohini Khandekar and my sister Smt. Pradnya Nikhil Khandera for guiding me for the translation of my thesis into English language. I am extremely thankful to all three of them for their kind support. I also thank my friend Smt. Ujwala (Khare) Naik guiding me whenever required. I am also thankful to Shri Subhash Shinde and Shri Bhaskar Pendse for assisting me in printing work.

I really want to acknowledge everybody who had knowingly and unknowingly contributed a lot in completing my thesis.
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